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Abstract
Language embeddings are a promising approach for handling natural language expressions. Current
embeddings encompass a large language corpus, and need to be retrained to deal with specific subdomains. On the other hand, these embeddings often disregard even basic domain knowledge, making
them specially fragile when handling technical, specific, knowledge domains, and requiring costly retraining. To alleviate this issue, we propose a combined approach where the embedding is seen as a
model of a logical knowledge base. Through a continuous learning approach, the embedding improves its
satisfaction of the knowledge base, and in turn produces better training examples by labelling previously
unseen text. In this position paper we describe the general framework for this continuous learning,
along with its main features.
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1. Introduction
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is the mechanical act of understanding language
expressions, which is pivotal to many text related applications (e.g., text classification, information retrieval, question-answering). These applications require features that faithfully represent
text meaning, to use them in relevant algorithms.
Language embeddings (LE) [1, 2, 3] are dense representations of textual expressions, that
capture their distributional semantics by pre-training a language model over large corpora
of general language (e.g., Wikipedia). Their pre-trained nature allows the use of LE in many
down-stream applications as representations of language expressions. However, pre-trained LE
are challenged by domain specific down-stream applications.
Pre-trained LE do not capture domain-specific language, and require fine-tuning over domainspecific corpora of unstructured text. However, the datasets available to down-stream applications are not always complete enough to effectively fine-tune LE. As a consequence, the
temptation of learning a new vocabulary for the specific domain would force to re-train LE
from scratch, which can be prohibitively expensive.
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In addition, LE capture the sense of words as distributional semantics, though some domainspecific applications require a more precise characterization of text. One approach to this issue
is taking advantage of structured information, such as key phrases or ontological categories.
In addition, LE are difficult to explain. Thus, above a certain point, it is not clear how to
further improve the performance of models in down-stream applications, or how to compile a
more complete training dataset covering the portion of knowledge not fully captured by LE.
To mitigate these challenges, we propose to complement LE with Knowledge Bases (KB).
Specifically, we aim to improve NLU in specific domains in two ways:
• Fine-tuning LE by means of a knowledge-aware task, over curated domain-specific data.
• Link language expressions to KB entities and relations to infer symbolic meaning.
In KB theory, an interpretation defines a possible world to realize the KB, by formally defining
an interpretation domain of real-world objects and an interpretation function that associates
symbols to domain’s objects. A KB realization is a model of the KB if it is respectful of the
constraints imposed by the KB through relational facts and logical rules.
Language expressions can be seen as an interpretation of the KB and, by assuming they are
correct, they can actually be thought a model. The intuition behind our proposal is to learn a
representation of language expressions (i.e., fine-tuning LE), a representation of the KB (i.e., KB
embeddings, KBE) and a function to project LE into KBE such that language expressions are a
model of the KB. That is, we propose to jointly train LE, KBE and the projection function from
supervised data to maximise logical satisfaction of the KB.
We argue that this approach contributes to address the LE challenges highlighted above. First,
with a KB available distance supervision can be used, that is using entities and relations names
from KB’s relational facts to extract text expressions from domain-corpora. Specifically, distance
supervision can be used to compile a large enough supervised dataset, that is independent of any
specific down-stream domain application. This dataset can be used to pre-train domain-aware
LE, that in turn can be used in any down-stream domain application.
Moreover, by fine-tuning the model over a knowledge-aware task (i.e., projecting LE over
the KBE semantic space), LE will be infused by domain knowledge and would candidate to
successfully address domain-specific tasks.
In addition, as the model can infer symbolic knowledge from language expressions, both
LE and KB symbols can be fed into down-stream tasks as features. Representing language
expressions with symbols and LE together is a step toward characterising text meaning precisely.
Finally, KB symbols used as features in down-stream applications help to improve human
interpretability of models results, that is, in an evaluation process it would immediately clear
what are the aspects of knowledge that are correctly captured by the model, missing or wrongly
captured by the model.
In turn, interpretability enables a continuous learning framework, as humans can iteratively
select labeled language expressions to improve supervised data and the KB. Specifically, a
supervised dataset can be distantly boostrapped, and further refined by humans taking advantage
of the fact that the pre-trained domain-model is able to label text expressions in datasets specific
to down-stream application.

A challenge of this approach is the need of human intervention to curate a KB. Some application domains are already characterized by hard and time consuming human labour. For
example, in literature review humans personally curate their reviews and require computers
assistance to assist their work. Many domains KB in public health and biology are curated by
humans, and automatic extraction and discovery of KB symbols from text is challenging.
In addition, note that the approach we are proposing is prone to pre-training a domain model,
and a KB is only needed for pre-training. That is, any user applying the pre-trained domain
model to their down-stream application tasks wouldn’t need the KB to use domain LE and
symbols extraction.

2. Related Work
Complementing KB and LE is not new. Some works [4, 5, 6] focus on the LE’s challenge
to represent domain-specific language, and use a knowledge-aware tasks (i.e., mediated by
a KB) to re-train LE; while [7] specifically focuses on continuous learning. The problem of
complementing Knowledge Graph (KG) embeddings with textual information, such as names
and descriptions of KG entity and relations, to improve the KG Completion task is studied in
[8, 9, 10]. However, none of those works address the problem of complementing domain-specific
LE with the extraction of symbolic features from language expressions for NLU.
[11] study the ability of word embeddings to capture relational knowledge, similarly
to what a KB does, by focusing on general language. They highlight that word embeddings can
capture lightweight KB capabilities. From this perspective, [12] proposes to encode relational
knowledge in dedicated word embeddings learnt from co-occurences statistics, that are complementary to standard word embeddings. The analysis presented by the authors shows that
relational word vectors do indeed capture information that is complementary to what is encoded
in standard word embeddings. We argue that formal representation of domain knowledge is
not matched by distributional semantics out of the box.
Information Extraction (IE) aims to extract structured information from unstructured text.
Most works focus on unsupervised methods, to face the challenges of compiling supervised
datasets and obtaining a KB upfront [13, 14]. Open Information Extraction (OIE) [15, 16,
17] extracts relational facts from unstructured text as surface patterns (i.e., spans of pure
unstructured text), without linking them to an existing KB. Moreover, [13] study OIE to compile
casual knowledge graphs, aiming to organize information in a graph avoiding the modeling
effort typical of KB. Note that in our study we are interested in exploiting the power of a KB,
but still we need to identify text spans to distill surface patterns from text.
Several tasks focus on extracting KB resources from unstructured text; e.g., Named Entity
Recognition (NER), Named Entity Linking (NEL), and Relation extraction (RE). Traditional
approaches use extraction pipelines that treat NER, RE and NEL as separate tasks, suffering from
error propagation and ignoring synergies between sub-tasks. In addition, these methods depend
heavily on complex features. Thus, recent works focus on building joint, neural models [18].
These models are either task-purposed (i.e., they only focus on entities [19] or relations [20, 18])
or domain-specific [21, 22]. In our study we focus on the more general problem of modelling
synergies between language expressions and KB symbols, to extract relational facts from

language expressions similarly to [23].
Providing dense representations of KG resources (subjects, objects and relations) has been
widely considered [24, 25]. In such models, KG embeddings (KGE) are learnt from relational
facts, to optimise a predetermined embedding function. However, domain-specific background
knowledge is usually formalised through hierarchies, taxonomies and logical rules, which are
typical of KB rather than KG—the latter store large collections of relational facts instead. [26]
showed that KGE models hardly capture even the most basic logical properties of a KB. They
propose to represent KB resources through convex regions in a dense space, and to use them
to check satisfaction of logical constraints. In addition, they describe how to keep such an
embedding model open to external resources. Our research is inspired by this study, especially
because they trace methods for bridging real world object representations and knowledge
representations. However, we specifically focuses on NLU, where real world objects are text
expressions. [27] successfully apply a KB embedding model similar to [26] to complete a KB of
proteins interactions. However, they do not consider objects external to the KB, and only work
on existing symbols.
Similar approaches combining logic and real world objects represented by embeddings were
studied in [28, 29]. These differ by the methods used to enforce logical consistency (i.e., fuzzy
logic or probability) in contrast to the geometric properties proposed by [26, 27]. [28] has been
proved in domains involving images [30] and, partially, text [31].

3. Model Description
Our main goal is to infer KB symbols (i.e., entities and relations) from surface patterns (i.e., text
spans of arbitrary length). Recall that this objective is both useful per se, and as a task to learn
domain-aware language embeddings.
As a simple example, consider the sentence The city of lights has been the capital of France for
many centuries, where city of lights and France are surface patterns that should be meant as
P a r i s and F r a n c e respectively, and the sentence as C a p i t a l O f ( P a r i s , F r a n c e ) .
We consider surface patterns as possible interpretations of KB symbols. Recall that a KB is a
partial representation of the world, which usually introduces restrictions on the possible meanings of the symbols it uses. Hence, KB semantics is typically defined by means of interpretations.
In essence, an interpretation describes all the instances of interest and their relationship within
all the properties expressed in the KB. Slightly more formally, an interpretation consists of an
interpretation domain, which describes the objects in the world, and an interpretation function,
which describes the meaning of each symbol within this world. This interpretation is a model
of the KB if it satisfies all the constraints imposed by the KB [26, 32].
We propose to consider the representations of surface patterns found in training data as an
interpretation domain, and aim to learn a suitable interpretation function guaranteeing that the
resulting interpretation is a model of the KB. More intuitively, assuming embeddings of surface
patterns constitute a domain of real-world objects, we try to learn a function that correctly links
them to KB symbols, i.e., in a way that KB constraints are satisfied. To achieve this, we propose
to (see Figure 1):
• encode surface patterns in a language semantic space, using a pre-trained LE model;

Figure 1: An intuitive representation of the model for a labeled training sentence. The surface patterns
corresponding to KB resources are encoded into language embeddings, and projected to a KB relevant
semantic space where regular regions represent KB symbols. All the parameters (i.e., translation function
and regular regions) are jointly trained by optimizing a loss function that takes into account the KB
constraints. For example, as 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑓 (𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠, 𝐹 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) holds then the embedding for the argument
(𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠, 𝐹 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) should fit into the regular region of 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑓 and, because of the rule 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)− >
𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥), also the embedding for 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠 should fit into the regular region for 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦.

• encode KB symbols as regular regions (e.g., hyper-ellipses) in a KB semantic space as in
[26];
• build an interpretation function bridging both semantic spaces;
• jointly optimize all the model’s parameters by using a loss based on the violation of the
KB constraints.
To train such a model a supervised dataset is needed, that labels unstructured text fragments
with markers of surface patterns and their relative symbols in the KB. The resulting pre-trained
model can be used to obtain domain-specific language embeddings, and to infer KB symbols
over natural language expressions by using regular regions. In addition, regular regions can be
used as KBE in down-stream tasks (e.g., KB Completion).
Importantly, to deal with the problem of polyonymy, we propose to consider entities as unary
relations, hence to represent them as regular regions. In fact entities in the KB are singleton
symbols (e.g., Paris) but they are representative of potentially many different surface patterns
(e.g., the city of lights, Paris, the capital of France).
We also emphasise the restriction to regular regions for representing relations. In fact regular
regions can help avoiding over-fitting, can be succinctly described through a few parameters
and allow for better interpretability of representations.
Indeed, learning regular regions over the original language embedding space would be
desirable, because the interpretation function would be reduced to the identity function. We
argue, that this would be possible for entities, as LE guarantee that similar entities lay close in
the semantic space. However, it might be not possible for relations of arity greater than 1. In
fact, relations with the same domain and range would have overlapping regions. In addition,
relations with a wide domain or range would have very large regions. In both cases vague
representations would be obtained. Thus, we need either to increase the dimensions of the
embeddings (𝑛 − 1 dimensions on the number of KB symbols are needed [26], leading to a sparse
representation space) or to use a non-linear, relation-specific transformation to encode inputs.

Figure 2: A framework for continuous learning

4. Continuous Learning
To train the proposed model from supervised datasets and to make use of pre-existing KB are
certainly two strong assumptions, as they might be expensive to obtain. Still, domain-specific
applications exist where highly-qualified, labour-intensive, error-prone human interventions are
usually employed. Two examples are offered by the manual screening of scientific publications
to be included in literature reviews, and by manual labelling of unstructured text. Such human
activities could be shifted to higher level interventions, such as maintaining KB and supervised
datasets; keeping a degree of control over the inference process through interpretable models is
desirable in such scenarios, when compared to completely unsupervised approaches.
We propose a continuous learning framework, which iteratively refines the supervised dataset
and the knowledge base. This framework, depicted in Figure 2, is organised into the following
steps:
• background knowledge is formalised through a KB containing relational data and logic
rules;
• assertions from the KB are used to extract a distantly supervised dataset from a domainspecific corpus of unstructured text fragments;
• the supervised dataset is used to re-train the model, and the model is used to comprehend
new text fragments by inferring KB symbols;
• inferred KB symbols can be analysed by humans, and used to maintain the supervised
dataset and the KB.
We propose to use distance supervision to select sentences from unstructured text corpora
that match entities and relations names from KB assertions. A known challenge of this approach
is to discriminate if matching sentences have a meaning which is coherent to the assertion
under scrutiny. Observe that compiling a good dataset for supervised learning is more related
to precision than recall: capturing all possible good sentences is less desirable than capturing a
few high quality sentences representing the assertions.
In our view, this distance supervision problem can be addressed as a search problem: assertions
from a KB can be seen as queries over a corpus of natural language sentences. [33] suggest
that re-ranking models (i.e., BM25+CE [33], ColBERT [34]) works well in combination with
pre-trained LE, showing good generalization capabilities over unseen datasets and domains.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We propose a framework to learn from supervised data a model to align language embeddings
and KB representations; such a framework can be useful in two ways. First, we obtain domainaware language embeddings (LE) by continuously re-training them with a KB mediated task
over domain data; second, the obtained language embeddings are a model of the KB, and can
be used to infer KB symbols (i.e., relations and entities) over language expressions. LE and
KB symbols can be used in domain-specific down-stream applications as features. This model
can improve the effectiveness of natural language understanding methods in domain-specific
applications and, by using KB symbols as features, improve interpretability. We also propose
distant supervision to compile a dataset for training, and to use text ranking techniques to
improve precision.
One potential application field is in the area of literature reviews, where all publications
related to a specific topic need to be analysed. In this case, our methods would automatically find
and recommend scientific publications that match the topic of interest, among the huge amount
of existing publications. Importantly, current literature reviews require extensive interventions
from highly-qualified human experts to discern whether a publication is indeed related to the
topic studied, and also to evaluate its importance and relevance.
As future work, we plan to implement such a proposed approach, and test its performance in
potential down-stream tasks.
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